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SBS Mitigation in a Microstructured Optical Fiber

by Periodically Varying the Core Diameter
Birgit Stiller, Alexandre Kudlinski, Min Won Lee, Géraud Bouwmans, Michaël Delqué,

Jean-Charles Beugnot, Hervé Maillotte, and Thibaut Sylvestre

Abstract— In this letter, we experimentally demonstrate a
4-dB increase of the stimulated Brillouin scattering threshold
in a microstructured optical fiber. This result is obtained by
periodically varying the size of the air-hole structure by only
7% amplitude, while keeping a low attenuation coefficient.
The efficiency of this passive technique is verified by use of
the Brillouin echoes-distributed sensing technique where the
Brillouin frequency-shift oscillation is clearly observed.

Index Terms— Brillouin threshold, distributed Brillouin
measurement, microstructured optical fiber, stimulated Brillouin
scattering.

I. INTRODUCTION

I
N RECENT years, there have been active efforts to

suppress stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in optical

fibers as it is detrimental to nonlinear optical processing

fiber technologies and high-power narrow-linewidth fiber

lasers. In addition to conventional active techniques, several

passive methods have been demonstrated by applying strain

or temperature distributions along the fiber [1], [2], or by

fiber design [3], [4]. SBS mitigation has also been proposed

using microstructured optical fibers (MOF) due to their ability

to reduce the acousto-optic overlap or widen the Brillouin

gain spectrum [5]. More recently, Poletti et al. suggested to

increase the SBS threshold through longitudinal variations

of the structural parameters of the MOF [6]. In this letter,

we experimentally demonstrate 4 dB improvement of SBS

threshold in a MOF with a periodically-varied core diameter.

By varying only 7% of the air-hole microstructure over a

period of 30 m, the Brillouin frequency shift (BFS) changes

significantly and the Brillouin gain spectrum (BGS) broadens.

This results in 4 dB increase of SBS threshold, compared to a

uniform fiber with an invariant core. In the following we will

describe and characterize the properties of this core-diameter
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Fig. 1. (a) Outer diameter along the fiber length. (b) SEM image at the
maximum outer diameter (125 µm).

varied MOF by measuring the SBS threshold and the BGS

linewidth. The SBS threshold is compared to the theoretical

value calculated from the standard theory for a homogeneous

fiber with an invariant core and to the experimental value

of a MOF with a similar air-hole structure but without

varying periodically the structure size. We further perform a

distributed measurement of the oscillating BFS using Brillouin

echoes distributed sensing (BEDS) technique. We finally

estimate the corresponding effective refractive index variations

from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and found

a very good agreement with outer diameter variations.

II. OSCILLATING MICROSTRUCTURED OPTICAL FIBER

The MOF with the periodically varying microstructure,

shown in Fig. 1, has been drawn directly on a fiber tower.

Figure 1(a) shows the evolution of its outer diameter (OD) as

a function of length, measured during the drawing stage. It

closely follows a sine evolution over 320 m with a period of

30 m and a modulation amplitude rate of 7% (OD variations

from 116 to 125 µm). Figure 1(b) shows a scanning electron

microscope (SEM) image of the input cross-section for the

largest OD. The core diameter in Fig. 1(b) is 6.4 µm and the

hole diameter of the two first rows around the core is 1.8 µm,

but becomes smaller for the outer rows due to deformations

during the cane drawing process. The lattice pitch � is nearly

constant across the whole structure and equal to 4.1 µm.

Drawing parameters were adjusted so that OD variations only

modify the pitch � and keep the d/� ratio approximately

constant all along the fiber length. The linear attenuation

of the 320m-long PCF sample is measured as 7.7 dB/km

at 1.55 µm. Using the commercial finite element method

solver COMSOL, we have calculated from the SEM image

zero-dispersion wavelength (ZDW) variations from 1.07 µm

to 1.095 µm. The corresponding group-velocity dispersion

(GVD) parameter D at the operating wavelength of 1.55 µm

slightly shifts from 48.5 to 53.0 ps/nm/km.

III. BRILLOUIN THRESHOLD POWER

The Brillouin threshold has been graphically solved from

Fig. 2 that shows the transmitted and backscattered powers as a 
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Fig. 2. Experimental measurements of the Brillouin backscattered and
transmitted powers through the periodically varying MOF (black curves) and
the homogenous MOF with the same microstructure but without varying
structure size (red curves). The Brillouin thresholds of the two MOFs are
indicated by arrows for 1% fraction of the input power.

function of the input power. In our experimental setup, we used

as a pump laser a 1550 nm distributed feedback (DFB) fiber

laser with a 45 kHz linewidth amplified by an erbium-doped

fiber amplifier (EDFA). An optical circulator was inserted

at the input end of the fiber to monitor simultaneously the

reflected and transmitted power. We define here the Brillouin

threshold as the input power whereby the reflected power is

1% of the injected one. A polynomial fit of our experimental

measurements yields the Brillouin threshold power. For the

periodically varying MOF the Brillouin threshold is measured

as 26.5 dBm, as shown in Fig. 2. Theoretically the Brillouin

threshold for homogeneous fibers can be written as [6]:

Pcr =
C · K · Aeff

gB · Leff
, (1)

where Aeff is the effective mode area, Leff the effective

length and gB the Brillouin gain. C can be expressed as

C = ψ(1+
3/2·ln(ψ)
ψ−3/2

) where ψ depends amongst others on the

fiber parameters, the BFS, the BGS and the 1% pump power

fraction [7]. K = 3/2 is a factor that accounts for random

polarization evolution in the MOF. gB can be calculated by

measuring the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the

BGS in the spontaneous Brillouin regime [7].

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the BGS (FWHM) with variable

input power and the BGS at 12 dBm, respectively. Mea-

surements have been performed using a standard heterodyne

detection technique where the back-scattered Brillouin signal

beats with the input one [8]. As can be seen, we measure

in the low-power regime (5 dBm) an average 54 MHz SBS

linewidth (FWHM) that narrows to 10 MHz near the threshold

power (25 dBm). This indicates a strong spectral broadening

of the BGS compared to the standard value for single-mode

fiber (SMF) below threshold (FWHM �νB = 29 MHz). This

effect has already been reported in other MOFs as resulting

from the impact of air-hole microstructure on the acoustic

waves distribution [8]. It leads to a significant reduction of the

Brillouin gain. Assuming an FWHM �νB = 54 MHz, we have

estimated gB = 1.30 · 10−11 mW−1. With Leff = 244.2 m,

C = 14.3, Aeff = 22.63µm2, the theoretical Brillouin

threshold for a uniform silica fiber is calculated to 21.8 dBm.

Thus the experimental threshold increases by more than 4 dB
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Fig. 3. (a) Brillouin gain spectrum (FWHM) with increasing input power.
(b) Brillouin gain spectrum at 12-dBm input power.

compared to this estimation. Note that this increase can be seen

as a higher limit since we assumed in our calculation a uniform

MOF without any periodic variation or structural irregularities

that increase the Brillouin threshold [8]. Unfortunately, the

model can not be used to derive a correct value in the case

of periodic variation or structural irregularities. An improved

theory adapted to MOFs is clearly needed.

However, to go further into detail, we have investigated a

homogeneous MOF with similar air-hole microstructure. This

MOF was drawn without inducing a periodic size variation.

It has a length of 350 m, 4.35 µm lattice pitch, 6.2 µm core

diameter and a mode area of 22.3 µm2 at 1.55 µm. Compared

to the periodically varying MOF the structural parameters

are slightly different but lead to a very close effective mode

area which is crucial for a fair comparison of the Brillouin

threshold. The fiber attenuation is about 14 dB/km which

results in a effective fiber length of 207.6 m. The Brillouin

threshold has been measured using the same technique as

for the oscillating MOF. One can see in Fig. 2 that the

critical power for the Brillouin threshold (red curve) is reached

at 22.7 dBm which is almost 4 dB below the value for

the periodically varying MOF, in good agreement with our

theoretical estimation. Taking into account the important fact

that the effective length of the uniform fiber is lower than for

the periodically varying MOF, the Brillouin threshold can be

expected to be even lower than 22.7 dBm and the impact of

the BFS variation higher than 4 dB. Note that the FWHM of

the BGS has also been measured to about 55 MHz. Thus, the

periodic variations have less influence on the BGS broadening

than the air-hole structure itself.

IV. DISTRIBUTED MEASUREMENT

The increase of Brillouin threshold may result from the

varying BFS due to core diameter and effective refractive

index variations. In order to verify this fact we have per-

formed a distributed measurement of the BFS by use of the

BEDS technique that provides a higher spatial resolution than

conventional Brillouin optical time domain analysis (BOTDA)

[9] without spectral broadening. The experimental setup is

sketched in Fig. 4 and a detailed description can be found

in Ref. [9]. In short, an amplified DFB fiber laser is split

into two signals by a 50:50 tap coupler that are injected at

opposite end of the fiber. One signal serves as a probe shifted

by the BFS while the other one is used as a pump pulse.

More precisely, a 3ns-long π-phase pulse is applied at the end

of the pump pulse which causes a drop in the Brillouin gain
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup of the Brillouin echoes distributed sensor
used to measure the Brillouin frequency shift sine variations along the fiber
length. DFB: distributed-feedback laser. EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier.
FBG: fiber Bragg grating.
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Fig. 5. Mapping of the Brillouin frequency shift along the fiber. The spatial
resolution is 30 cm and the frequency resolution is 1 MHz. (a) Color plot
of the recorded BEDS trace of the periodically varying MOF. (b) Retrieved
Brillouin frequency shift variations along the fiber distance. Mean maximal
BFS: 11.088 GHz; mean minimal BFS: 11.076 GHz.

detected on the counter-propagating probe. The frequency shift

of the probe is obtained by an intensity modulator driven at Vπ

where two side bands shifted by the BFS are generated while

suppressing the carrier wave. The output continuous-wave

probe is filtered by a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) and monitored

with a photodiode and an oscilloscope. The Brillouin gain is

scanned by the intensity modulator around the BFS so that

all variations can be detected along the fiber. The spatial

resolution is set by the phase pulse duration and corresponds

to 30 cm and the frequency resolution is 1 MHz. The input

powers of the probe and pump wave are 481 µW and 27 mW,

respectively.

Figures 5 (a) and (b) show a color plot of the raw BEDS

trace and the retrieved BFS along the propagation distance,

respectively. The periodic sinusoidal variations of the BFS can

clearly be observed in these two figures. The comparison with

the outer diameter variations previously shown in Fig. 1(a)

is very good except in the beginning of the fiber where the

first period is not observed. In addition, one can also see

short-scale fluctuations of meter scale that can be attributed

to structural irregularities along the fiber. In addition to the

periodic variations and the BGS broadening, these short scale

variations also impact on the Brillouin threshold. As the BFS

is linked to the effective refractive index neff by νB =
2neff VL

λP
,

we can calculate the corresponding effective refractive index

variations using a FEM method by scaling the fiber cross-

section shown in Fig. 1(b) [10]. For the maximal and minimal

sizes (corresponding to 125 and 116 µm in outer diameter) of

the air-hole microstructure they reveal a difference of 0.0013

in the effective refractive index. This value is consistent with

the one retrieved from the distributed BFS measurement that

varies from 1.4337 to 1.4353. This confirms that the BEDS

technique can provide accurate measurement of the diameter

or structural variations from the BFS ones.

V. CONCLUSION

We have fabricated a microstructured optical fiber with a

periodically-varying core diameter in order to mitigate the

detrimental effect of stimulated Brillouin scattering. Only 7%

of outer variation enables an increase of the Brillouin threshold

power by 4 dB compared to a homogeneous microstructured

optical fiber, which is a promising result for further investiga-

tions with higher amplitude variations. The periodic oscilla-

tions of the Brillouin frequency shift has been checked by an

accurate distributed measurement based on Brillouin echoes

distributed sensing. Such an oscillating-core microstructured

fiber may have an interesting potential for applications where

Brillouin backscattering is an obstacle.
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